Make the Identification Process Easier
Wraptor™ A6500 Wrap Printer Applicator

The Wraptor A6500 Wrap Printer Applicator helps you move through your work faster and takes manual processes
out of your hands. With this innovative print and apply machine, you can move your productivity forward — and turn
a series of labor-intensive, inefficient tasks into a modern automated process.
With the Wraptor A6500 you get a variety of benefits, including:
Increased productivity
●●

●●

●●

Prints and applies labels to a wire in less than
five seconds (12 times faster than hand applying)
Eliminates the need to print labels in advance with
zero-queue printing
Reduces waste with ribbon-saving feature when
compared to batch jobs where extra labels are
thrown away

Enhanced quality
●●

●●

●●

●●

Uses high-performance, self-laminating vinyl and
nylon cloth materials
Provides a tight wrap with minimal spiraling,
bubbling or wrinkling
Prints high-quality barcodes, logos and diagrams
with the 300 dpi print head
Wraps bundles, wires and square jackets

Easy to use
●●

●●

Includes a full-color responsive touchscreen and an
icon-based user interface for ease of use
Durable and reliable system reduces downtime

Easy to connect
●●

Enhanced connectivity, three USB ports and 32GB of
internal memory to store commonly used job files

Easy label creation
●●

Use with all Brady Workstation Apps and Suites,
including the Product and Wire Identification Suite for
creating basic text labels or labels with graphics and
custom formatting

Upgrade your Current Wraptor Wrap Printer Applicator
Get an upgrade and get the latest enhancements, including:
●●

Completely new electronics with 32GB internal memory

●●

New 7 in. color touchscreen

●●

New front cover including adjustable display mount and front accessible USB port

●●

New back connector interface with USB and Ethernet ports

●●

New split side door to reduce the clearance required to open the door

The upgrade does not include repairs to the mechanical portion of the Wraptor that can be done at
standard pricing, or as part of your Brady360® service agreement. This upgrade is not field installable,
and must be done at the factory.
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Description

WRAPTOR-A6500

Wraptor A6500 Wrap Printer Applicator* with Brady Workstation
Product and Wire ID Suite

WRAPTOR-VBLK

Spare wrapper assembly pad

Printer Specifications
Applications

Prints and wraps self-laminating and vinyl-cloth materials
to wires from 0.060 to 0.600 in. diameter in less than five
seconds

Typical throughput

7000+ labels / day

*Applicator includes print driver, USB cable, USB flash drive, stylus,
roll of WRAP-4-427, roll of R4302 Ribbon.

Operational hours

24 hrs. / 7 days

Print technology

Thermal transfer

For in-line cut and strip applications contact Brady at
1-888-272-3946. Special restrictions apply.

Color capabilites

Monochrome

Print resolution

300 dpi

Maximum print width

2.000 in.

Media widths

0.50 in., 1.00 in., 2.00 in.

Minimum label
dimension

0.50 in. W x 0.75 in. L

Auto cut-off

N/A

Operation

PC connect or stand alone

Consumable installation

Labels: Loose roll, thread-through required
Ribbon: Loose roll, thread-through required

Label creation and
set-up

Semi-automatic
(select label part from software and label sets up)

Connectivity options

Standard: USB, Ethernet 10/100

Compatible PC software

Brady Workstation Software, Labelmark™ Software

For more information, visit
BradyID.com/A6500 or call 1-888-272-3946
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